
James Cohan will present Washing, an exhibition of new work by Helene Appel at the gallery’s
Lower East Side location. This is Appel’s second solo exhibition at James Cohan. 

Helene Appel turns an incisive aerial gaze upon the humble sights of everyday life. She paints
puddles of water, rumpled tea towels, swaths of netting, and drifts of sand at actual size on untreated
linen—teasing out their intrinsic beauty in precisely rendered, uncannily illusionistic paintings that
verge on abstraction. Yet Appel’s interest lies not in the trompe l’oeil effect, but in exploring the
relationship between subject, surface, and the presence of the paintings in space. Painting, for
Appel, is a negotiation between the subject’s demands for its own depiction and her considerable
ability to meet those demands pictorially. 

In this exhibition, Appel presents a new series of sand paintings that reaffirm her commitment to
exploring the tension between faithful representation and the transformative possibilities in the
process of painting. The sand paintings represent a departure from the isolated items Appel arranges
on a tabletop in her studio to paint at actual size. Here, the aerial perspective and true-to-life scale of
these canvases reflect the experience of the subject in its environment. 

The visual slippage between the painted sand and the rough linen of the untreated canvas ground
serves to refocus the viewer’s attention on the surface of the painting, and on the picture as a
surface. Appel’s sustained interest in the representation of surface and transparency is also at play in
her series of spilled water paintings. The edge of a puddle of soapy water is deftly communicated in
only a few decisive brushstrokes of translucent white, while the soap bubbles within are intricately
detailed. 

Appel’s sophisticated use of pattern, texture, and perspective allows her to marry the Minimalist
insistence upon the finite flatness of the picture plane to the artful illusionism of traditional still-life
painting. This playing between genres denies viewers an easy read of her work, an elusiveness that
is furthered by the movements across scale of the works including in the exhibition. The viewer
must relate the paintings as individual objects within the gallery space. 
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